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Audition Dates 

2020 Season Auditions! 

Mark your calendars – January 11, 2020! 

2020 Shows* 

KISS ME, KATE 

URINETOWN 

LA CAGE AUX FOLLES 

SISTER ACT 

CABARET 

STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE 

CARRIE 

ELF: THE MUSICAL 

NOTE: We will be using an online sign up this year to help expedite auditions! Signups will be active November 

15th. 

Please read carefully! While you are signing up for 2 minute slots, your audition will be timed at 90 seconds. 

DANCE CALLS- 
If you are auditioning for a musical, you are required to stay for the dance calls. This hour includes a “mover” call 

(less technical training/non-dancer) and a dancer call. 

If you sign up for an audition slot from 10am-2pm, you will need to attend the 2pm Dance Call. 

If you sign up for an audition slot from 3pm-7pm, you will need to attend the 7pm Dance Call. 

We tell you this in advance so you can plan your day accordingly. 

*CLUE and THE CURIOUS INCIDENT OF THE DOG IN THE NIGHT-TIME auditions will be held 

individually. 

*HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL (December 7, 2019) and HONK! (August 8, 2020) are part of our Spotlight on 

Young Performers series, for students 18 years old and under. These performances are built into our Arts Institute 

program, are tuition-based, and are held on the dates above. 

  

THE CURIOUS INCIDENT OF THE DOG IN THE 

NIGHT-TIME 

Monday January 13, 2020 at 6:00pm 

A Reader's Theatre production in collaboration with Children's Beach House. Audition will 

consist of cold readings from the script. 
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HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL 

A SPOTLIGHT ON YOUNG PERFORMERS production 

Saturday December 7, 2019 at 11am 

• Auditions are for advanced young actors - Grades 4-12. 

• This is a tuition-based class. 

• Prepare a 16-32 bar cut of a musical theatre song and bring your own sheet music, an accompanist will be 

provided. *Video submissions will not be accepted. 

• Bring comfortable clothes and shoes to dance in (jazz shoes or sneakers) and expect to stay for a dance call. 

 

 

HONK! 

A SPOTLIGHT ON YOUNG PERFORMERS production 

Saturday August 8, 2020 at Noon 

• Auditions are for advanced young actors - Grades 4-12. 

• This is a tuition-based class. 

• Prepare a 16-32 bar cut of a musical theatre song and bring your own sheet music, an accompanist will be 

provided. *Video submissions will not be accepted. 

• Bring comfortable clothes and shoes to dance in (jazz shoes or sneakers) and expect to stay for a dance call. 
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Preparing for Your Audition 

 Please prepare 90 seconds of a Musical Theatre Song(s) (usually 16 bars) or, if only 

auditioning for a non-musical, a monologue. Note- It is not necessary to do a monologue 

if you are singing, please act the song.  WARNING: You will be cut off at 90 seconds. 

 

 Bring sheet music. An accompanist will be provided. After your song, prepare to stay for 

a dance call or a “mover” call (for those with less technical dance training). 

 

 When you arrive, you will fill out an audition form.  Please be prepared to check only the 

boxes of shows for which you are available. Please review the show schedule on the 

following pages for further information. 

 

 **Video submissions will not be accepted. Please make arrangements to audition in 

person.** 

DANCE CALLS- 

 

 If you are auditioning for a musical, you are required to stay for the dance calls. This 

hour includes a “mover” call (less technical training/non-dancer) and a dancer call. 

 

 If you sign up for an audition slot from 10am-2pm, you will need to attend the 2pm 

Dance Call. 

 

 If you sign up for an audition slot from 3pm-7pm, you will need to attend the 7pm Dance 

Call.  

We tell you this in advance so you can plan your day accordingly. 
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2020 Season Rehearsal and Performance Dates 
 

THE CURIOUS INCIDENT OF THE DOG IN THE NIGHTTIME   

Rehearsals (all Wednesdays) 

Jan 29  

Feb 5, 12, 19, 26 

Tech  

February 28 

Performances  

Saturday Feb 29 @ 7pm  

Sunday March 1 @ 3 pm  

 

KISS ME, KATE  

Rehearsals  

January 27, 28 

Feb 2, 4, 6, 9, 11, 13, 14, 16, 18, 20, 21, 23, 25, 27, 28 

Tech  

March 1-5  

Performances March 6, 7, 8 

March 12, 13, 14, 15 

March 20, 21, 22 
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URINETOWN 

Rehearsals  

March 19, 20, 24, 26, 27, 29, 31 

April 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 14, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24  

Tech  

April 26-30 

Performances  

May 1-3 

May 7-10 

May 15-17 

 

SUMMER REP (SISTER ACT, CABARET, LA CAGE AUX FOLLES)  

Rehearsals June 1-June 30 

Performances June 23 – August 29 

 

Young Company (Summer Rep + CINDERELLA/ HERCULES)  

Rehearsals May 5, 12, 19 

June 26, July 1 

Performances (Saturday Mornings)  

July 11, 18, 25 

August 1, 8, 15, 22, 29  
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A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE 

Rehearsals  

September 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11  

Tech  

September 13-17 

Performances  

September 18-20 

September 24–27 

October 2-4 

 

CARRIE  

Rehearsals September 15, 17, 18, 20, 22, 24, 25, 27  

October 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9  

Tech  

October 11-15 

Performances  

October 16-18 

October 22-25 

*Potential performances on Oct. 30-31 
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ELF  

Rehearsals   

Sept 28  

October 5, 16, 18, 20, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 30  

November 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 15, 17, 18  

Tech  

November 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 27 

Performances  

November 27-29 

December 3-6 

December 10-13 

December 17-20 

 

Spotlight on Young Performers Series (A Tuition Based Class)  

HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL 

Rehearsals (All Saturdays)  

January 18, 25  

February 1, 8, 15, 22, 29 

March 7, 14, 21, 28 

April 4, 11  

Tech  

April 15-16 

Performances  

April 17-19 
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HONK!  

Rehearsals 

September 5, 12, 19, 26 

October 3, 10, 17, 24, 31 

November 7  

Tech 

November 11-12 

Performances  

November 13-15 
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CLUE: ONSTAGE 
 
WADSWORTH 
Male 
A traditional British butler in every sense: uptight, formal and “by the book.” He is the driving force in the play. 
 
YVETTE 
Female 
A sexy, French Maid, with her own secret aspirations. (Also plays THE REPORTER in the final scene). 
 
MISS SCARLET 
Female 
A dry, sardonic D.C. Madam who is more interested in secrets than sex. 
 
MRS. PEACOCK 
Female 
The church-going wife of a Senator. A bit batty, neurotic, and quick to hysteria. 
 
MRS. WHITE 
Female 
A pale, morbid, and tragic woman. Mrs. White may or may not be the murderer of her five ex-husbands. 
 
COLONEL MUSTARD 
Male 
A puffy, pompous, dense, blow-hard of a military man. 
 
PROFESSOR PLUM 
Male 
An academic Casanova who woos women with his big … brain. 
 
MR. GREEN 
Male 
A timid, yet officious, rule follower. He’s a bit of a klutz and awfully anxious. 
 
ENSEMBLE WOMAN TO PLAY: 

THE COOK – A threatening presence. 
THE MOTORIST – A benign gentleman who rings the wrong doorbell. 
AUXILIARY SCARLET – The back of Miss Scarlet during a scene of theatrical trickery. 
AUXILIARY WADSWORTH – Wadsworth during two scenes of theatrical trickery. 
AN AGENT – An FBI agent who helps to save the day. 

 
ENSEMBLE MAN TO PLAY: 

MR. BODDY – A mobster type fella. A dark cloud follows this guy wherever he goes. 
THE COP — A “Regular Joe.” 
AUXILIARY MUSTARD – The back of Colonel Mustard during a scene of theatrical trickery. 
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AUXILIARY WADSWORTH – Wadsworth during two scenes of theatrical trickery. 
AN AGENT – An FBI agent who helps to save the day 

CURIOUS INCIDENT OF THE DOG IN THE NIGHT-TIME 
Note: This show will be presented in readers theatre format. 

 
CHRISTOPHER BOONE 
To play teens. An English teenager who is an outsider due to his unique perception of the world, which he sees in 
surprising and revealing ways. He notices things in minute detail yet has difficulty understanding social and emotional 
cues and difficulty empathizing with others. This lack of understanding often makes the world seem frustrating and 
frightening to him, and he can become agitated and even violent when he has to deal with too many overwhelming 
external stimuli. Incredibly intelligent but shy and mistrusting of strangers, Christopher feels things deeply but 
doesn’t know how to express or articulate them. He has a brilliant mind, can be fixated on certain topics, and thinks 
in a highly logical way, which makes him excel in math and science, but because he perceives language literally, he 
does not understand sarcasm or metaphors. From a diagnostic point of view, he is probably on the autism spectrum 
and exhibits some behavior that might be characterized as having Asperger’s Syndrome, though what is most 
important is that he is different. Actor must be physically very fit and agile and must weigh less than 150 lbs. English 
accent. Any ethnicity. 
 
ED BOONE/OTHERS 
Late 30s- Early 50s. Christopher’s father. He is estranged from his wife, Judy and struggling as a single parent trying 
to raise his son the best he can. A working class man. Proud, gruff, and brusque, he is unable to convey his emotions 
and feelings but loves his son deeply. He is a good man but there is a lot on Ed’s shoulders when he first enters the 
play – in pain and near breaking point, though he does not openly express it. He has trouble communicating with 
Christopher, who often frustrates him. And though he’s naturally practical and much more patient in dealing with 
Christopher than Judy, a difficult situation can make him lose it, sometimes violently. A plumber and heating 
engineer by trade, naturally good with his hands. English accent appropriate to working middle class. Any ethnicity. 
 
JUDY BOONE/OTHERS 
Late 30s-50. Christopher’s mother, she is estranged from her husband, Ed after having an affair with her neighbor 
Roger. She works as a secretary and is a working class woman with a tough exterior who has no support system to 
raise her son and blames herself for her inability to cope with him effectively. She has had a hard life and had to fight 
for things, which she is ready to do, as she is feisty and doesn’t take anything lying down. Loving, yet impatient, she 
has felt very alone in her situation with Christopher and it frustrates her to a point of absolute desperation. She wishes 
she knew how to truly reach and care for Christopher. Independent, lonely and proud, she doesn’t easily ask for help 
and has never had the proper social resources to help her. English accent appropriate to working middle class. Actor 
should be physically trim and under 145 lbs. Any ethnicity. 
 
SIOBHAN/OTHERS 
Late 20s-40s. Christopher’s teacher and mentor, she is the only person in Christopher’s life with an understanding of 
his situation. She strives to teach Christopher how society works and how to behave within its guidelines. Constantly 
negotiating around Christopher’s anger, she is professional, warm, caring, calm, gentle and self-possessed and also 
sensitive to his strained relationship with his father. She often serves as the narrator of Christopher’s story and of his 
feelings. English or Irish or Welsh or Scottish accent. Any ethnicity. 
 
MRS. SHEARS/MRS. GASCOYNE/OTHERS 
Late 30s-50. MRS SHEARS: Roger’s ex-wife and Christopher’s neighbor, she is rough around the edges. She is 
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furious at the world as a result of being betrayed and abandoned by her husband. Worn out by life, disappointed, 
haggard. It is her dog, Wellington that was found killed in the night. MRS GASCOYNE: The headmistress of the 
school for “special needs” children that Christopher attends. Condescending and lacking in sensitivity, nuance and 
imagination. English accents appropriate to class. Any ethnicity. 
 
ROGER SHEARS/DUTY SERGEANT/OTHERS 
Late 30s-50. ROGER SHEARS: Mrs. Shears ex-husband. A middle class man who works at a bank. Has left his wife 
as a result of his relationship with Judy, which not built on sturdy ground. Doesn’t have a clue or any interest in 
understanding Christopher. DUTY SERGEANT: A local Swindon desk sergeant (policeman) who releases 
Christopher to Ed’s custody after Christopher’s been arrested. Firm, experienced, tough but fair-minded. English 
accents appropriate to class. Any ethnicity. Actor must be strong, fit and agile. 
 
MRS. ALEXANDER/OTHERS 
Mid 60s – 70’s. One of Christopher’s neighbors who has probably lived in Swindon her entire life. May be middle 
class or middle working class. She is a lonely older woman without a lot of means. She is kind, and so hungry for a 
connection with Christopher that she tries to help him and ultimately reveals information to him about his mother 
that he did not know. English accents appropriate to class. Any ethnicity. 
 
REVEREND PETERS/STATION POLICEMAN/OTHERS 
40s-50s. REVEREND PETERS: A vicar, pleasant enough, tries to answer Christopher’s questions about religion and 
is later tasked with supervising Christopher during a test. STATION POLICEMAN: A Swindon policeman who gets 
stuck on a train to London while trying to convince Christopher to get off the train. Easily outsmarted by 
Christopher. English accents appropriate to class. Any ethnicity. Actor must be strong, fit and agile. 
 
POLICEMAN/MR. THOMPSON/MAN WITH SOCKS/OTHERS 
20s – Early 30s. POLICEMAN: A Swindon policeman who arrests Christopher after Christopher hits him while being 
questioned about the death of Wellington, the dog. He has no patience or understanding of Christopher’s way of 
thinking. MR. THOMPSON: A neighbor that Christopher interviews during his investigation of who killed 
Wellington, the dog. Doesn’t have patience for Christopher’s line of questioning. MAN WITH SOCKS: A guy 
waiting for the tube in London who suddenly has to help convince Christopher to get up from the train tracks. 
English accents appropriate to class. Any ethnicity. Actor must be strong, fit and agile. 
 
NO. 40/INFORMATION/PUNK GIRL/OTHERS 
20s – Early 30s. NO. 40: A woman who is a neighbor of Christopher’s who he interviews during his investigation of 
who killed Wellington the dog. She tries to gently suggest to Christopher that he should talk to his father before 
asking these questions. INFORMATION: A busy information clerk in a London Railroad Station who Christopher 
asks for directions. PUNK GIRL: A young woman in the tube station who tries to help Christopher. English accents 
appropriate to class. Any ethnicity. Actor must be strong, fit and agile. 
 
 

*Cast can potentially be bigger if we breakdown the about ensemble roles 
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KISS ME, KATE 
 

FRED GRAHAM 

30-50, strong baritone, commanding presence. He is actor, director and producer of the play within the play The 

Shrew and plays Petruchio—he has the lion’s share of Shakespearean dialogue. Lilli’s ex-husband.  

 

LILLI VANESSI 

30-50, strong mezzo soprano. She is an actress of stage and screen, proud, haughty, much like her character 

Katherine in The Shrew, but also vulnerable. Exwife of Fred and engaged to Harrison Howell.  

 

LOIS LANE 

20-30, strong mezzo belter. She is an actress, the quintessential airhead ingénue but with lots of charisma and charm. 

She also plays Bianca in The Shrew.  

 

BILL CALHOUN 

20-30, strong tenor or baritenor. He is a ne’er-do-well actor who has a bit of a gambling problem. Is a Broadway 

hoofer, so he should move well. He also plays Lucentio in The Shrew.  

 

HARRISON HOWELL 

50+, does not sing. Dignified gentleman from Georgia, very political, sometimes played as a general/retired general. 

He is a little stuffy and kind of a hick; a bit of a Southern accent. Engaged to Lilli Vanessi.  

 

FIRST MAN (GANGSTER) 

30-50+ comic baritone or tenor. He is the archetypical gangster complete with accent. Does some soft shoe in “Brush 

Up Your Shakespeare” so should move well. Also appears in The Shrew (unexpectedly)  

 

SECOND MAN (GANGSTER) 

Qualities the same as the First Man, but a bit more reserved and dryer of wit.  

Harry Trevor—50+, sings in the ensemble. He is an actor who appears mostly in The Shrew as Katherine and 

Bianca’s father, Baptista. He has mainly Shakespearean dialogue.  

 

HATTIE 

Any age, good voice. She is Lilli’s dresser and sings ”Another Op’nin’, Another Show and sings in “Too Darn Hot”. 

Opens the show, so should have a good voice and charisma.  

 

RALPH 

Any age, sings in the ensemble in “Too Darn Hot” and “Another Op’nin’, Another Show”, may be featured as soloist 

as well. Is the stage manager of The Shrew. This role can be played by a woman as well (name will be changed).  

 

STAGE DOORMAN 

Any age, sings in the ensemble in “Too Darn Hot”.  
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PAUL 

Any age, tenor or baritenor. He is Fred’s dresser and is the featured singer/dancer in “Too Darn Hot” so he should 

sing and move well.  

 

GREMIO and HORTENSIO 

Any age, tenor or baritenor. Actors who appear in The Shrew. They will also sing in the ensemble of both The Shrew 

and in “Too Darn Hot”. Both are featured in several numbers and should sing well and move well. Haberdasher—

Any age, can be played by a woman. An actor who sings in the ensemble throughout and plays the Haberdasher in 

The Shrew. 

 

 NATHANIEL, GREGORY, AND PHILLIP 

Any age. Actors who sing in the ensemble throughout and play Petruchio’s man servants in The Shrew.  

 

ENSEMBLE 

Actors, stage crew, wardrobe, etc, who sing in the ensemble throughout, both in modern day and in The Shrew. 

Many opportunities for small sung and danced solos. Some of the many small roles have names such as Truckman, 

Banker, Chauffeur, Singing Girls, Messenger and Cab Driver.  
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HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL  

 (NOTE: This show is produced as part of our Spotlight On Young Performers series; you 

must be 18 or under) 
 

The Characters and Cliques of East High School (the Sophomores, anyway) 
 

The JOCKS 

 TROY BOLTON, captain of the basketball team 

 CHAD DANFORTH, number two on the basketball team, Troy’s best friend 

 ZEKE BAYLOR, has a secret passion for baking 
Other Jocks 
 
The NERDS 

 JACK SCOTT, the PA announcer, a.k.a. the Velvet Fog of East High 

 KELSI NEILSON, the mousey composer of Juliet and Romeo 
 

The THESPIANS 

 SHARPAY EVANS, president of the Drama Club 

 RYAN EVANS, vice-president of the Drama Club 

 James, an earthworm expressionist 

 Susan, overwrought with emotion 

 Cathy, a little too eager 

 Alan, has a flair for couture 

 Cyndra, has operatic aspirations 
Performance Art Kids 
 
The BRAINIACS 

 GABRIELLA MONTEZ, the shy new girl at school 

 TAYLOR MCKESSIE, president of the Science Club 

 Martha Cox, has a secret passion for hip-hop 
Other Brainiacs 
 
The SKATER DUDES 

 Skaterdude, has a secret passion for the cello 

 Skaterdude 2 
Other Skater Dudes 
 
Other Students; Wildcat Cheerleaders; Party Kids, guests in ski-lodge flashback; Fans/Spectators at the basketball 
championship game and the Science Decathlon 
 
The ADULTS 

 Karaoke M.C., voiceover in ski-lodge flashback 

 MS. DARBUS, drama teacher 

 COACH BOLTON, basketball coach, Troy’s dad 

 Ms. Tenny, voiceover chemistry teacher 

 Moderator, voiceover science decathlon moderator 
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URINETOWN 
 
OFFICER LOCKSTOCK 
A corrupt policeman and the tongue-in-cheek narrator of our story. Bold and brash. An authoritative voice, with rich 
low notes but a firm G4; Male, 35 to 55; Vocal Range: A2 - G4 
  
PENELOPE PENNYWISE 
The tough, jaded warden of the poorest, filthiest town urinal. Need to be clear and potentially shrill up to a G5; 
Female, 40 to 60; Vocal Range: A3 - G5 (C6 optional) 
  
BOBBY STRONG 
The rebellious everyman who works for Miss Pennywise at the poorest, filthiest town urinal. He becomes an 
unsuspecting protagonist and romantic hero when he starts a revolution. A clear high tenor; a nimble falsetto is a 
plus; Male, 20 to 35; Vocal Range: Bb2 - Ab4 (B4 optional) 
  
LITTLE SALLY 
A precocious and irreverent street urchin. She serves as a quasi-narrator who often questions Lockstock and the play's 
logic. Has a child's voice - because she is a child; Female, 16 to 30 (to play young teen); Vocal Range: A3-D5 
  
HOPE CLADWELL 
An innocent, romantic optimist who becomes vengeful and determined after being exposed to her father's evil. 
Soprano. Needs a lovely Eb5; Female, 20 to 35; Vocal Range: A3 – Ab5 
  
LITTLE BECKY TWO-SHOES 
One of the city’s Poor. Relatively rebellious and impulsive; Female, Any Age; Vocal Range: D4 – F5 
  
SOUPY SUE 
One of the city’s Poor. Relatively kind and anxious; Female, Any Age; Vocal Range: B4 – Bb3 
  
TINY TOM 
One of the city’s Poor. Relatively immature and confused; Male, Any Age; Vocal Range: A3 – D3 
  
JOSEPH "OLD MAN" STRONG 
Bobby's rebellious father. His refusal to follow abusive laws ultimately launches the revolution; Male, 50+; Vocal 
Range: Adjustable 
  
OFFICER BARREL 
Lockstock's patrol partner. A thuggish and aggressive policeman; Male, 30 – 60; Vocal Range: Bb2 – Eb4 
  
SENATOR FIPP 
A greedy politician in Cladwell's pocket. A bumbling coward; Male, 40+; Vocal Range: F4 – C#3 
  
CALDWELL B. CLADWELL 
The president and owner of the Urine Good Company. A tyrant who both gleefully exploits the poor and genuinely 
believes he is helping the city. Baritone, needs crisp diction; Male, 50 to 65; Vocal Range: A2 – F4 
  
MR. MCQUEEN 
Cladwell's sycophantic lackey. A servile assistant; Male, Adult; Vocal Range: A4 – B2 
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DR. BILLEAUX/COP 
Head of Research and Development at Cladwell’s company UCG; Male, Adult; Vocal Range: A3 - E3 
  
MRS. MILLENNIUM/COP 
Cladwell’s greedy secretary at UCG; Female, Adult; Vocal Range: Soprano (Up to G5) 
  
JOSEPHINE "MA" STRONG 
A strong-willed woman with fight, and a better ability than most to deal with the hard hand life has dealt her; Female, 
50+; Vocal Range: Bb3 - D5 
  
HOT BLADES HARRY 
One of the city’s Poor. Relatively violent and unpredictable; Male, Any Age; Vocal Range: D3 - F4 
  
ROBBY THE STOCKFISH 
One of the city’s Poor. Relatively curious and eager; Male, Any Age;Vocal Range: Adjustable 
  
STAFF/COP 
A staff member at UCG and beat cop under Lockstock; Female, Any Age; Vocal Range: Alto (Up to D5) 
  
STAFF/COP 
A staff member at UCG and beat cop under Lockstock; Male, Any Age; Vocal Range: G2 – C#4 
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SISTER ACT 
 

DELORIS VAN CARTIER 

An aspiring performer, trying to find both fame and a place in the world. When forced to hide in 

the convent, she initially refuses to embrace her new lifestyle but learns to embrace it when she 

works with the choir. Loud-mouthed, and sassy, but ultimately caring. Must be a woman of color. Female, 25 to 35; 

Vocal range: F#5-E3 

 

MOTHER SUPERIOR 

The head of the convent, sarcastic and a bit stiff. Extremely protective about keeping her sisters 

away from the outside world, which puts her in direct opposition to Deloris and her musical 

teachings; Female, 50 to 70; Vocal range: E5- D3 

 

SISTER MARY ROBERT 

A postulant, abandoned as a baby and raised at the convent. Shy and soft-spoken, but singing 

with Deloris lets her find her voice. Her wallflower lifestyle has made her live a shell of a life. Female, 16 to 25; 

Vocal range: A5-F#3 

 

SISTER MARY PATRICK 

A nun of the convent. Consistently perky, enthusiastic, and easily excitable. Female, 35 to 50 

 

SISTER MARY LAZARUS 

A nun of the convent and the head of the choir. Rather deadpan and the least welcoming of any 

of the nuns, but she gets caught up in Deloris's soul music. Female, 50 to 70; Vocal range top: B4-F3 

 

MONSIGNOR O'HARA 

One of the heads of the convent. Constantly concerned with financial matters, though soul music 

surprisingly puts him in a different mood. Male, 45 to 60; Vocal range top: G4-E3 

 

CURTIS 

A club owner, notorious gangster, and Deloris's boyfriend. Cocky and controlling, always on the 

verge of violence. Preferably a gentleman of color. Male, 30 to 40; Vocal range top: Ab4-A2 

 

EDDIE SOUTHER 

The desk chief at the Philadelphia police station and a high school classmate of Deloris who 

helps get her into hiding. Faces a lot of nerves when under pressure, causing him to sweat 

profusely. He still yearns for Deloris after all these years, and dreams of being her hero. Male, 25 to 35; 

Vocal range top: B4-Ab2 

 

TJ 

Curtis's nephew and one of his thugs. Deft and cognizant of the fact, constantly in a state of 

ignorant bliss. Male, 16 to 30; Vocal range top: Eb5-Db3 
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JOEY 

One of Curtis's thugs. Believes himself to be quite the ladies' man. Male, 30 to 40; Vocal range top: Eb5-Bb2 

 

PABLO 

One of Curtis's thugs. A natural follower, constantly speaks in Spanish. Preferably a Hispanic actor; Male, 25 to 40; 

Vocal range: F5-C4 

 

SISTER MARY MARTIN-OF-TOURS 

A nun of the convent. Clearly in her own world, but has her moments of surprising clarity. Female, 40 to 60 

 

SISTER MARY THERESA 

A nun of the convent, the oldest of the group. Decrepit at a glance, but secretly packs a punch. Female, 60 to 70 

 

MICHELLE 

One of Deloris's back-up singers. Lippy and always quick with a retort. Female, 20 to 30;  

Vocal range: F5-Bb3 

 

TINA 

One of Deloris's back-up singers. A little thick and naive. Female, 20 to 30; Vocal range: F5-Ab3 

 

ERNIE 

One of Curtis's thugs. Initially thought to be a mindless yes-man, he turns out to be an 

undercover police informant. Male 25 to 35 

 

ENSEMBLE/DANCERS 

Nuns; Bar Denizens (Bar Patron, Waitress, Pool Player, Drag Queen); Homeless People; Fantasy 

Dancers 
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LA CAGE AUX FOLLES 
 

ALBIN 

 Male 45-55 (Range: Baritone, A#2-G4) 

A performer of star quality; mature; great powerhouse of a Broadway voice; fine comic actor 

 

GEORGES 

Male, 50’s (Range: G2-F4) 

A star; mature and attractive; good singer; energetic, loving and caring; must move well 

 

JEAN-MICHEL 

Male, 20 (Range: Baritone, A#2-G4) 

Handsome; masculine, well-mannered, educated; desperately in love with his fiancee, Anne; acts, sings, and moves 

well 

 

JACOB 

Male, Early 20’s (Range: Bb2-Ab4) 

Male butler/maid; brilliant comedian who sings and moves well 

 

ANNE 

Female, 18-21 (Range: Ensemble, Part Flexible) 

Jean-Michel's fiancee; lovely to look at; spunky; a superb dancer who acts well 

 

EDOUARD DINDON 

Male, Early 50’s (Range:Bb2-Eb4) 

Anne's father; right-wing radical politician; pompous; quirky; must sing, move well, and be a fine comedian 

 

MARIE DINDON 

Female, Late 30-40’s (Range: F4-A5) 

Anne's mother; 48-52, shy, retiring, sexually repressed and sex-starved; good singer and actress who moves well; 

must look great in a leotard for the finale 

 

JACQUELINE 

Female, Middle Age (Range: B3-F5) 

Mature, female friend of Georges and Albin; owns a chic restaurant; attractive, charming; very theatrical 

 

RENAUD 

Male, Middle Age (Range: Ensemble, Part Flexible) 

Mature, male friend of Georges and Albin; owns a small café 

 

MME. RENAUD 

Female, Middle Age (Range: Ensemble, Part Flexible) 

Mature, female friend of Georges and Albin; owns a small cafe; wife of Renaud  
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FRANCIS 

Male, 40’s (Range: Ensemble, Part Flexible) 

Male stage manager in Georges' club; strong actor/dancer 

 

THE LES CAGELLES 

These are the fabulous showgirls at La Cage aux Folles. They are the most accomplished female impersonators in 

France. They all have different names, a different look and all must sing and dance – IN HEELS; Men AND women.  

Chantal, Monique, Dermah, Nicole, Hanna, Mercedes, Bitelle, Lo Singh, Odette,  

Angelique, Phaedra, Clo-Clo  

 

TOWNSPEOPLE 

Paulette, Hercule, Etienne, Babette, Colette, Tabarro, Pepe 
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CABARET 
 

EMCEE 

Male, 21-50; vocal range: middle C to high C#, tenor; the host/master of ceremonies at the Kit Kat Klub--presented 

as a gender-questionable character comfortable with being close to both men and women; comedic, lovable; requires 

agile stage movement and dance; age range and appearance flexible, speaks with a German accent. 

 

SALLY BOWLES 

Female, 20-30; vocal range: low A to high C, soprano, strong belt; a British cabaret singer at the Kit Kat Klub, a 

quirky character who comes across as flighty, yet at times struggles with knowing the darkness of the reality of her 

life as a cabaret performer; comfortable excellent dancer; speaks with a British accent. 

 

CLIFFORD (CLIFF) BRADSHAW 

Male, 25-35; vocal range: low A to high E, tenor; an American novelist and English teacher traveling to Berlin; 

presented as a closeted gay man exploring his sexuality; comfortable with stage movement and light dance; speaks 

with an American accent. 

 

FRAULEIN SCHNEIDER 

Female, 50+; vocal range: low D to Ab above middle C, alto; a landlady who rents rooms in her large flat; 

comfortable with stage movement and light dance (waltz); speaks with a German accent. 

 

HERR SCHULTZ 

Male, 50+; vocal range: low G to high F, tenor; one of Fraulein Schneider’s roomers and the proprietor of a fruit 

shop; comfortable with stage movement and light dance; speaks with a German accent. 

 

FRAULEIN KOST 

Female, 25-49; vocal range: low A flat to high F, alto/mezzo; another of Fraulein Schneider’s roomers, she earns 

money by offering favors to sailors, presentation of the character should exhibit a strong sexual comfort and 

commanding nature; may come from the Kit Kat Girls – excellent dancer; speaks with a German accent. 

 

ERNST LUDWIG 

Male, 20-59; sings in the chorus, vocal range flexible; a friendly and likable German, takes English lessons from Cliff, 

and smuggles funds for the Nazi party; comfortable with stage movement and light dance (waltz); age range is 

flexible, speaks with a German accent. 

 

KIT KAT KLUB GIRLS/ENSEMBLE 

Female, 18-35; five-eight will be cast as Kit Kat Club performers and various featured roles; seeking strong singers in 

all voice parts; the individuals will also be part of various scenes as performers and as club patrons; the ladies can be of 

various shapes and sizes--the key is that they are comfortable with their femininity and scanty costumes that show off 

sex appeal; features (“Two Ladies,” “Telephone Dance,” etc.) will be drawn from this group; excellent dance skills 

required.  

Rosie, Lulu, Frenchie, Texas, Fritzie, Helga 
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KIT KAT BOYS/ENSEMBLE 

Males & Females, 18-35; five-eight will be cast as Kit Kat Klub waiters and patrons and various features; seeking 

strong singers in all voice parts; should be comfortable with portraying free in gender depictions; features 

(“Tomorrow Belongs to Me,” etc.) will be drawn from this group; excellent dance skills required. 

Bobby. Victor. Hans. Herman 
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A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE 
 

BLANCHE DUBOIS 

(f 30-35) Slender, dark, and with features and a demeanor that connote an emotionally fragile person. NOT looking 

for an imitation of Vivien Leigh. Raised with money but now destitute, her grip on reality is far too loose, carries 

eternal guilt, has a way with words and possesses an alarming internal dialogue. She is a complex and contradictory 

character, an alcoholic, whose helplessness, fragility and vulnerabilities foreshadow her tragic end. When Blanche 

arrives at the Kowalskis she’s tired but she hasn’t given up, not just yet, but you can “smell the desperation.” Her 

beauty from times past has to shine through in the beginning and slowly, as the play progresses, we see the “light of 

life” fade.  

 

STANLEY KOWALSKI 

(m 25-35) Must be muscular, well-built, and around 6ft tall. NOT looking for an imitation Marlon Brando. Stanley is 

shrewd and manipulative, always “working an angle.” He isn’t as “sure” of himself as he projects. Blanche represents a 

“reminder” of what Stella gave up to be with him, and thus a threat to his life as he knows it. He is lean, vibrant, 

radiates energy; has dirt under his nails. Unshakeable world view and sees his commonness as above Blanche's 

pretensions. He hits his wife, rapes her sister, and shows no remorse.  

 

STELLA KOWALSKI 

(f 25-30) Fair, vivacious, sensual. Stella fell for Stanley because she liked the “passion” in their relationship – it made 

her feel “alive.” That’s actually something she and Blanche have in common when it comes to men, but it’s not 

something they’d ever admit to each other. Stella is happy to see Blanche but also views her visit as an invasion. 

Blanche represents “the past” from which Stella has moved on and to which she has no interest in returning. Married 

to Stanley, Stella has discovered an overpowering physical passion, which Blanche cannot understand. Stella 

surrenders totally to Stanley, accepting his world and its value; torn between Blanche and Stanley, she ultimately 

sides with her husband .  

 

HAROLD "MITCH" MITCHELL 

 (m 30-35) Tall, solidly built, shy, clumsy, but gentle and kind; devoted to his ailing mother; Stanley’s buddy from 

the war, work and poker; finds himself drawn towards Blanche. Frustrated at still being single, Mitch wants someone 

who’s “genteel and a lady,” so he can “marry up.” He thinks he’s found that in Blanche. He sweats through his 

awkwardness, but is sensitive and a gentleman - until he learns the truth about Blanche's sordid past. Yet, at the end, 

he and Stella are the only ones who lament Blanche's fate.. 

 

EUNICE HUBBELL 

(f 25-35) A bit crass and rough around the edges. She’s a good friend to Stella and finds Blanche’s “I’m better than 

you” airs annoying and insulting. She is Stella’s friend, upstairs neighbor, and landlady. We see the low-class life of 

the French Quarter through her and her husband, Steve.  

 

STEVE HUBBELL 

(m 25-40) Same demeanor as his wife – on the crass side and very earthy. Loves his wife in a possessive, grabby kind 

of way but is still fascinated by the “lady” who comes into their midst. Given the opportunity, he’d grab Blanche in an 

instant for a little “footsy.” As one of the poker players, Steve has the final line of the play. It comes as Blanche is 

carted off to the asylum and Steve coldly deals another hand.  
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PABLO GONZALES 

(m 25-40) Pablo Gonzales is one of the poker players, who punctuates games with Spanish phrases. 

 

NEGRO WOMAN 

(f 30-50) Has a “seen it all” air and look about her.  

 

THE DOCTOR 

(m 40-60) Arrives at the end to bring Blanche on her "vacation." After the Nurse has pinned her, the Doctor succeeds 

in calming Blanche. She latches onto him, depending, now and always, "on the kindness of strangers."  

 

THE NURSE 

(m/f 30-45) A brutal and impersonal character; quite severe, when no straight jacket is available, she is. 

Could be played by either a man or a woman and be able to wrestle Blanche to the ground.  

 

A YOUNG COLLECTOR 

(m 16-17, but will cast someone who is at least 18 years old, because of the interaction w/Blanche) A teenager who 

comes to the Kowalskis’ door to collect for the newspaper when Blanche is home alone. The boy leaves bewildered 

after Blanche hits on him and gives him a passionate farewell kiss.  

 

A MEXICAN WOMAN 

(f 40-65) The Mexican Woman sells flowers for the dead during the powerful scene when Blanche recounts her fall 

from grace.  

 

NON-SPEAKING ROLES 

Prostitute; sailors, passersby will be played by those playing minor roles (Doctor, nurse, young collector, Mexican 

woman, etc.) 
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CARRIE 
 

CARRIE WHITE  

Female Lead Mezzo-Soprano 

A painfully shy outsider who, in spite of her best efforts to belong, has been the victim of her classmates’ cruel jokes 

since childhood, as well as her mother’s strict, biblically-ordained control at home. She transforms from ugly 

duckling into graceful – and then vengeful – swan. Vocally, she must be capable of lyrical sweetness as well as fierce 

power. 

 

MARGARET WHITE  

Female Lead Soprano 

A woman of visceral extremes, she balances her fervent religious convictions with equally sincere true-believer 

spirituality and tender, maternal love for Carrie. Like Carrie, with whom she shares several duets, her voice must 

range from expressive and melodic to ferocious and frightening. 

 

SUE SNELL  

Female Supporting Mezzo-Soprano 

A straight-A student who’s been popular her entire life, she’s remarkably level headed for her age. Her unthinking 

participation in a cruel act of bullying causes a crisis of conscience that leads her on a journey to try to right things. 

Vocally, she has a pop ballad voice that delivers sweet sincerity and strength. 

 

CHRIS HARGENSEN  

Female Supporting Mezzo-Soprano 

Rich, spoiled-rotten, and wickedly funny, Chris is a popular beauty whose arrogant self-assurance makes her believe 

that the rules don’t apply to her. Loaded with sexual dynamite, she has serious daddy and anger management issues. 

Her voice is pop-rock percussive and powerful. 

 

MISS GARDNER  

Female Supporting Alto 

Mid-30’s, this girls’ P.E. teacher can be a strict disciplinarian if necessary, but when Carrie arouses her maternal 

instinct, she surprises herself by also revealing a protective “fairy godmother” side. Her voice is warm and strong, just 

like the woman. 

 

TOMMY ROSS  

Male Supporting Tenor 

Popular star athlete, valedictorian, and all around stand-out, he’s the boy that all the girls want to be with, and all the 

boys want to be. Yet he also has unexpected, quirky sensitivity and is just starting to mine his personal life and 

feelings – a budding poet. His voice should have an effortless pop quality. 

 

BILLY NOLAN  

Male Featured Baritone 

Now in his sixth year in high school, Billy’s a sexy, stupid-like-a-fox bad boy whose wise mouth troublemaking has 

led him to spend more time in detention than in class. All these qualities make it easy for his girlfriend Chris to 

manipulate him to do her bidding. His voice is that of a wailing rocker. 
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MR. STEPHENS  

Male Featured Baritone 

Late-30’s, this well-intentioned English teacher and guidance counselor struggles to help his students realize their 

potential. A dedicated educator, he’s stretched thin in his duties, woefully underpaid, and a bit overwhelmed as to 

how to handle the Billy Nolans of the classroom combat zone. 

 

SUE’S INTERROGATORS  

Either Gender Ensemble Spoken 

 

FREIDA  

Female Ensemble Mezzo-Soprano 

Sue’s brainy pal, she’s an easy-going, get-along follower and a tireless extracurricular committee volunteer. 

 

NORMA  

Female Ensemble Mezzo-Soprano 

Bitchy, gossipy, and a shameless suck-up to authority, Norma is second-in-command to Chris’ queen bee. 

 

HELEN  

Female Ensemble Mezzo-Soprano 

Giggly and easily shocked, her immaturity and need to belong make her the perfect example of the herd mentality. 

 

GEORGE  

Male Ensemble Tenor 

Tommy’s jock wingman since childhood, George idolizes him. Perhaps a little too much… 

 

STOKES  

Male Ensemble Tenor 

A bit of a nerd, he’s happy to be included as one of Tommy’s posse. 

 

FREDDY  

Male Ensemble Tenor 

The wise-cracking class clown and official yearbook photographer, he can’t believe any girl would ever give him the 

time of day. 

 

OTHER KIDS AT SCHOOL (UNNAMED) ENSEMBLE 
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HONK! 
 (NOTE: This show is produce as part of our Spotlight On Young Performers series; you must be 18 or 

under) 

 

UGLY   

The ugly duckling and the main character. Innocent, easily confused and very impressionable, Ugly doesn’t 

understand why it is wrong being different. However his insecurities melt away as his character gradually changes 

from gullible duckling to a wise swan, filled with self-esteem. He is the heart and soul of the show. Should be a strong 

singer and good actor. 

 

IDA  

Ugly’s mom. Ida is extremely protective of her son and committed to his safety. She is sweet but feisty, and she 

knows how to handle her husband, Drake. After Ugly is lured away from the barnyard by the Cat, Ida is determined 

to find him. Ida and Ugly’s relationship is a key ingredient of the show. She is the one who teaches him that it is OK 

to be different. Ida has several solos.  

 

DRAKE  

Ida’s husband. Drake is a sarcastic character. He is the stereotypical sitcom father -- often shirking his parental duties. 

Drake finds Ugly quite repulsive and isn’t afraid to say it to anyone, including his wife. He should have good comic 

timing and a strong singing voice. He opens the show.  

 

THE DUCKLINGS (BEAKY, FLUFFY, BILLY, DOWNY)  

Ugly’s siblings -- cute little kid types. They are among the “popular” ones in the duck yard who enjoy making Ugly 

feel left out. They sing as a group.  

 

MAUREEN  

A moorhen and Ida’s best friend. (Originally found on the moors, a moorhen is a hen that lives near the water.) 

Maureen genuinely loves Ida, but she can’t resist a bit of good gossip. To the little ducklings she is the typical 

annoying and overly affectionate “aunt.” Maureen sings “The Joy of Motherhood” with Ida. 

 

THE CAT  

The sly, cunning villain of the show. All of the other animals are deathly afraid of him. He is manipulative, cunning, 

witty and above all HUNGRY. The Cat pretend to be Ugly’s friend so that he can eat him. The actor playing this role 

can be male or female and should bring a sense of fun to the character and have a good sense of comic timing. He 

sings a few songs, but his character allows for many of the lyrics to be “talk sung.” Improv skills are a plus.  

 

GREYLAG  

A somewhat pompous goose. A washed-up British military type, Greylag tends to over glorify his mundane activities 

(i.e. migrating south) to the level of military operation status. Only his wife, Dot, truly knows how to handle him. 

He sings a solo in “Wild Goose Chase”.  
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DOT  

Greylag’s wife. A motherly type, she is genuinely concerned with helping Ugly find his mother. Dot doesn’t think 

that Greylag is an entirely capable leader, but she kindly humors his “over the top” actions. She sings solo as well as 

with Greylag in “Wild Goose Chase”. 

 

BARNACLES, SNOWY, PINKFOOT  

Some of the geese in Greylag’s “squad,” they join in singing “Wild Goose Chase.” 

 

THE BULLFROG  

A laid back, self-confident frog with whom Ugly comes into contact in the second half of the show. The frog cheers 

Ugly up with his/her song, “Wars and All.” Optimistic and funny, he/she is a standup comedian type of character 

well suited to someone with good improvisational skills and comic timing.  

 

PENNY 

A young, beautiful swan. Ugly saves Penny from a tangled fishing net. She is able to see beyond his looks and she 

loves him for who he is. She does not sing solo.  

 

FATHER SWAN, MOTHER SWAN & BEWICK  

Penny’s family. They help to console Ida when she thinks her son has died, and they offer to take Ugly with them 

when they migrate. They do not sing solos. 

 

GRACE  

“The most distinguished duck on the lake.” Very aristocratic, she is considered the queen of the duck yard. All of the 

other animals look up to grace and respect her. She of course is quite aware of this and is therefore a little bit haughty.  

 

THE TURKEY  

The headmaster of the ducklings’ school. The Turkey is a bit snobbish and joins in the fun of teasing Ugly. There is, of 

course, one word that send shivers down his spine and that is THANKSGIVING! The Turkey does not sing solo.  

 

HENRIETTA  

A hen who is another of Maureen’s friends. Henrietta and Maureen gossip about the goings on in the duck yard. She 

takes great pleasure in making fun of Ugly. Henrietta does not sing solo.  

 

JAY BIRD/MAGGIE PIE 

An investigative reporter. A very “in your face” bird, all they care about is getting a good story. Think typical TV 

news personality who one would find on a reality TV show like “America’s Most Wanted”. 

 

THE FARMER, BOY & GIRL  

The only humans in the show. They are never seen by the audience, only their voices are heard.  

 

ENSEMBLE The remaining actors in the company play a number of different roles. Throughout the action of the 

play they take on roles as barnyard animals, geese, children at play, froglets and part of the Blizzard scene 
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ELF  
 

SANTA CLAUS 

Santa Claus has a lot on his plate during the Christmas season, and it is starting to show. He is 

annoyed with the Elves, tired of lying to Buddy and sad that people seem to be losing their 

Christmas spirit. He is still the same jolly old St. Nick underneath it all, but the job is getting to him. 

This is a great role for a character performer who can play an older (and somewhat cranky) man 

while trying hard to keep his holiday spirit. Vocal range: D5-Bb3 

 

BUDDY  

Buddy is the perfect elf! He is good-natured, he means well, and he is happy all the time. There’s 

only one problem: he’s not an elf; he’s a human. This role is perfect for a young man who is an 

excellent actor and singer who has energetic earnestness and comedic timing. Vocal range: G5-B3 

 

ELVES 

The Elves are Santa’s special helpers who love their job making toys to meet their Christmas Eve 

deadline. 

 

CHARLIE 

Charlie is in charge of monitoring the other Elves, making sure every present is wrapped and every 

bow is tied. He takes command of the stage and has authority over the rest of the Elves, but he 

always remains friendly. 

Gender: Male 

 

SHAWANDA 

Shawanda is a dependable and caring elf. She will do whatever she can to help out others, including 

Buddy, even though she accidentally reveals that he is a human. 

 

SAM 

Sam is one of Walter’s Office Staff who is in a bind at the top of the show. 

 

WALTER HOBBS 

Walter Hobbs, Buddy’s real father, is so focused on keeping his job that he is not making time for his 

family. He can be stern and unemotional at times, but ultimately he learns to recommit to his family. 

He has a strong, authoritative presence, but he reveals a softer side. 

Vocal range top: E5-B3 

 

DEB 

Deb, Walter’s secretary, has the big responsibility of keeping her boss and the whole office happy. 

She does this by sharing her positive attitude with everyone. She has a pleasant demeanor, yet 

efficient work ethic. 
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EMILY HOBBS 

Emily Hobbs is Walter’s devoted wife who would prefer her husband to spend a little more time at 

home. She is a problem solver and an excellent mother who is doing everything she can to provide a 

positive family dynamic. She has a sense of maturity and warmth. Vocal range: D5- G3 

 

MICHAEL HOBBS 

Michael Hobbs is the smarter-than-average 12-year-old son of Walter and Emily. He quickly 

befriends his new adult brother, Buddy, and does everything he can to make sure Buddy becomes a 

permanent part of the family. He has an unchanged voice. Vocal range: D5- G3 

 

SECURITY GUARDS 

Security Guard #1 and Security Guard #2 are a stern duo from Walter’s office, making sure 

everyone who enters has permission. They are a duo and a tough pair. 

 

SALESWOMAN 

The Saleswoman is the first person to greet Buddy as he enters Macy’s. She is the consummate sales 

person: smiling, overfriendly, and always trying to sell something. 

 

MANAGER 

The manager is a terrific featured acting role for a performer with good comedic timing. As the 

manager of Macy’s, he is doing everything he can to make sure all the employees stay in line. 

 

JOVIE 

Jovie works as a store elf at Macy’s, but don’t be mistaken: she doesn’t quite exude the 

Christmas spirit. She is kind of cynical, a bit tough around the edges, and now the target of Buddy’s 

complete adoration. This is a fantastic role for a young woman with a strong singing voice and 

acting chops. Vocal range: Db5- G3 

 

SANTA'S HELPER 

Santa's Helper works as a Macys Employee and announces when each kid gets to visit with Santa. 

This is a good ensemble role for a performer with a loud voice. 

 

FAKE SANTA 

Fake Santa is a poor replacement for the real Santa. He is an employee of Macy’s who is a bit rough 

around the edges. Fake Santa should be played by a performer who is unafraid of being a little over-

the-top and has good physical control of his body. 

 

POLICEMEN 

Policeman #1 and Policeman #2 are a friendly pair of cops who return Buddy to the Hobbs 

household. These are perfect featured roles for two ensemble members. 

 

SARAH 

Sarah is a staff member at Walter’s office. 
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MR. GREENWAY 

Mr. Greenway is one of the crankiest businessmen around. He is the big boss with a commanding 

presence. 

 

CHADWICK AND MATTHEWS 

Chadwick and Matthews are staff members at Walter's office who are doing everything they can 

think of to save the day and make their boss happy. These are good roles for character actors who 

work well with each other and are able to drive the action of scenes. 

 

CHARLOTTE DENNON 

Charlotte Dennon is a TV reporter with a big personality. She does her best to keep her professional 

persona in public and doesn’t like being shown up. This is a great role for a young woman with 

professional charisma and someone who can make strong acting choices. 

 

FINALE SOLOISTS 

Finale Soloists #1, #2, #3 and #4 are good roles that highlight four strong solo singers. 

Vocal range: B4-B3 

 

DAVID LAMBERT AND EMMA VAN BROCKLIN 

David Lambert and Emma Van Brocklin are on the scene in Central Park and are convinced of 

Santa’s magic after Buddy reveals their past Christmas gifts. 

 

ENSEMBLE 

 New Yorkers 

 Comforting New Yorker 

 Macy’s Employees 

 Macy’s Employee #1 

 Members of the Rockefeller Crowd 

 Office Staff 

 Business Woman 

 Flyer Guys 

 Teenager 

 Jogger 

 Carolers 

 Passerby 

 Souvlaki Vendor 

 Boy with rage issues on Fake Santa’s Lap 

 Children and Parents are all important roles for creating the distinct worlds of the North 

Pole and New York City. The stronger and more specific the actor’s character choices, the 

richer and more vivid the story becomes. 


